Hollusion Projection Material

1. Unpack and unfold the material

2. Pick a spot to hang your Hollusion Projection Material

3. Apply double-sided sticky to the hooks and place behind the grommets, one at a time to be sure your material hangs smoothly

4. Hang the material from your hooks, using 3-5 hooks on the hanging edge of the material

5. Set up your projector and start decorating!

PRO TIPS

1/ Turn off any light sources which shine directly on your Hollusion for the clearest effect.

2/ Decorate the area behind your Hollusion with furniture, props, and lights, to really make your decoration pop.

3/ To clean your material, wash with warm water and soap followed by a cool rinse, then use a tumble dry setting on low. Do not iron the material.

4/ Project at an angle instead of directly at your window to better hide your projector.